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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to describe the experiences from the birth of premature infants and required care in a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) from the father's perspective. This study is a pilot study that is carried out in a State Hospital in Sakarya/Turkey in January 2009. Seven fathers participated; their infants were premature and also required care in NICU. Data were collected through narrative interviews. A qualitative content analysis method was used to analyze the interviews. The fathers did not have any experience having prematurely born infants; it was entirely new and unexpected. Most of the fathers were worried to lose their infants because of birth earlier than expected. The fathers were protective over the mother and infant. Fathers have anxiety due to having less information about their infants. Furthermore, it is seen that cultural differences exist in participation to care for the baby. The fathers should be informed more about their infants and cultural differences should be taken into consideration in participation to care of infants.
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INTRODUCTION

The birth of a baby several weeks preterm can be a traumatic event for the fathers, and may necessitate a great deal of medical intervention to ensure the health of the mother and the survival of the infant. The birth of an infant who requires care in the neonatal intensive care unit is highly stressful for all fathers. Around this time, fathers will generally be given information about what is happening, and about the condition of the mother and baby. It is not clear how much information parents are able to take in during this particularly stressful period immediately around the time of delivery. This may be the time when they are told most about what is happening to them [1,2]. Fathers are not prepared psychologically, physically, and emotionally for the preterm birth. Becoming a father to a preterm baby is not easy because everything happens so fast and comes unexpectedly [3]. Fathers of preterm infants had never imagined how emotional the experience of delivery will be for them; this indicates that it is not enough to be prepared to become a father, but it is also important to feel mature for fatherhood. Fatherhood could be experienced as a disappointment and a frustration [4]. For fathers who expected to be more involved in infant care and underestimated the impact of having a preterm infant, fatherhood was experienced as more difficult and distressing than what was expected before the infants’ birth [3,4].

In Turkey previous research has been focused on mother’s experiences with little known about the fathers’ experiences of having an infant [5–8]. During literature searching regarding experience of fathers, we met studies of Lindberg, et al. and we planned to perform similar studies in Turkey. Thus, the aim of this pilot study was to describe the experiences from the birth of premature infants in the father’s perspective in part of Turkey.

METHODS

The pilot study was approved by the Ethical Board in Sakarya University. The written approvals were received from the fathers who have voluntary attend the study. That was carried out in a State Hospital in Sakarya/Turkey in January 2009. Seven voluntary fathers participated; their infants were born prematurely (below gestation week 36) and also required care in a neonatal intensive care unit.

The father’s were in 22 to 43 ranged of age. All fathers were in middle socioeconomical status and all of them were Turkish and Muslim. It was the first child of four fathers, two fathers have two children and one father has three children. All fathers lived together with the child’s mother during the interviews. The children were born with a gestational age between 28 and 36 weeks. The researcher contacted the participants by telephone, briefed them about the study and informed them that their participation in the study was entirely voluntary and that they could withdraw from the study at any time.

Data of the study were collected by the first author by means of narrative interview method. Interviews were recorded within 50 minutes for each. Participant approval was taken before recording. First question of interview was: Please tell me about your experiences related to your prematurely born infant who hospitalized in a neonatal intensive care unit.

A qualitative design a thematic content analysis was used to achieve the aim of the study. Each interview was read through several times to under sting the content. Then, the whole text was read to identify the meaning units guided by the aim of the study. Before the material was revised, the authors read some parts to judge the credibility. The data were classified and grouped into four theme and nine categories [3,9].

The authors independently checked and reached agreement on the categories and themes. Quotations were chosen from every category of the text to support the credibility.

RESULTS

Overview of themes and categories can structure from the analysis of the interviews with fathers of preterm born infants.

Each theme and category will be presented below:

Theme 1: Suddenly being in a situation never reflected on

Category 1: Not grasping the situation: All fathers reported that they had not expected a premature baby, they had faced the situation incautiously for this reason and they never had a premature baby before. Some of the fathers expressed that “I did not consider such a thing beforehand, I expected that everything is going well, I was shocked when I faced this case”. Fathers made efforts to prepare mentally for his infant birth, but it was difficult because they hardly understood how it was to become a father.

Category 2: Not to knowing how to feel: Most fathers reported that they didn’t know what to feel about birth of babies too early. They were feeling happy as a father, they also felt anxiety and fear regarding health of their babies.

One of the fathers told that “this is the first time I have been a father, it happened in an unexpected time, shall I rejoice or be sad? I don’t know.” Even another father expressed that “we were not expecting a premature baby, it was a surprise to us. I wonder if it would be a problem?” It has been seen that fathers are feeling both
happiness, anxiety and fear together and they are feeling difficulty to express their feeling at that time.

**Theme 2: First consider the baby**

**Category 3: Putting infant first:** Worried fathers of infants were not prepared for the acute care needed right after the infants' birth, or for the needed care at the neonatal unit, which was initially experienced as stressful. Most fathers expressed their anxiety about losing their babies. A father expressed his experiences as "my wife was early discharged from hospital. When we received a phone call I was scared. I thought that my baby had died". Another father expressed his experiences as "I was thinking that our baby was unhealthy because of being premature? She might be handicapped? Besides, health professionals have not informed me sufficiently about this matter". Another father said; "I was always feeling myself worried, at any time bad news might come from hospital".

**Category 4: Desiring to see his baby more:** Most fathers expressed that they have not enough seen their babies, they are desiring to see their babies more. A father said; "I have never seen the unit which my baby in, I had seen him first on birthday and second time I saw one week later, I would like to see my baby is more". Another father expressed his feeling as "I would like to go into my baby’s room and participate in her care but they don’t give me permission. I want to see my baby more frequently. I think that it will be more beneficial, otherwise I feel that material responsibility is ours, spiritual responsibility is mothers", but it is not so, even I would like to be in this responsibility and participate in everything related to my baby. I feel that mothers are supported in this matter and fathers are excluded".

**Category 5: Desiring to participate to care of baby or not:** Most fathers expressed that would like to assist in caring baby and they can do the best if intensive care unit give permission about this issue. A father told that “our baby in incubator and they are giving permission to the mother only for breastfeeding and I see the baby at that time. I don’t want to enter the unit that my baby in and participate his care. Because in our tradition fathers completed. That’s why I don’t feel such a need. To know baby is healthy enough for me”.

**Theme 3: Increasing of family responsibility**

**Category 6: To support the mother emotionally and need support of parents**

Fathers expressed to necessity of support of mothers. They clarified that mothers are tired, sad and worried. A father said: “my wife is always worried and I try to give her consolation”. Fathers expressed that older members of family are supporting to both mothers and fathers emotionally and they are trying to make us feel relieved. They expressed that support of family is important for themselves.

**Category 7: Remaining of care of other children to father**

There were fathers who have second and third times a baby together with who has first time. The fathers who have another child at home expressed that their responsibility about care had increased. A father told; “I have 2 more children, all of their responsibility remains to me, my workload increased due to my wife has to stay at hospital. Some fathers who have gotten support from older members of the family explained that they have fallen more comfortable their selves.

**Theme 4: Information requirements**

**Category 8: Need to know what happen and more information necessity from professionals**

Fathers expressed that they want to get more information about their babies’ situations due to they feel entirely unfamiliar and anxious atmosphere of intensive care unit. A father explained his feelings as “when my baby take into intensive care unit they did not inform us at the beginning. I felt quite worry that I wonder is she died? Later on my anxiety decreased when I saw my child. We are worry when we could not get detailed information from doctors or nurses. If they could give more detailed information about our babies we could be more relax.” Another father said “not any worry”. As it seen those expectations about getting information of fathers were different.

**Category 9: Needing to share experiences with someone who can understand**

They need to talk with families which met the same problem. They think that no one knows their feelings that have not premature infant. Five fathers expressed necessity to talk with professionals in NICU and it helps more to relief of them.

**DISCUSSION**

Birth of baby in unexpected time and in lower weight impacts even fathers like all family members. In our study the fathers have difficulties to describe what they feel and they have stated that this situation is unexpected and shocking event. Fathers who have premature infants describe the situation as unexpected and entirely new case. Parents of sick newborns are in higher stress than parents of healthy newborns [10-12].

The anxiety of the fathers in the present study was apparent, and it is imperative that emotional support be provided to them. The mother who held off her baby’s care feels herself as stressful, nervous and complex [4]. Stress increases among fathers of surgical NICU babies [13]. Parents of high-risk infants have higher anxiety levels and depression is more common [14]. Fathers who has premature infant in intensive care unit experience anxiety, feeling of helplessness and also fear of the unknown [15]. In our study it is raised that fathers feel responsible themselves in terms of emotional support of mothers. This is a positive approach. Several studies are reported necessity of emotional support of mothers in this situation [6,16,17]. Together with health professionals fathers have significant responsibility in this matter.

If staying period in hospital extends, they feel themselves more sad and nervous. Informing family by nurse about real or potential problem is important. Parents that increased their anxiety level are troubled, they are speaking fast. When parents stress is not discharged and relieved, it becomes a problem which causes loss of confidence to professionals, adaptation difficulties to hospital rules, feeling such as anger, nervous. More over fights may occur [18,19].

Most fathers expressed that they have not enough seen their babies, they are desiring to see their babies more.

In our study it was seen that sufficient information about intensive care unit environment are not given to fathers. Several studies have shown that parents are more distressed by the impact on their parental role than by the unfamiliar, highly technological environment and that their primary needs at this point are for proximity to the child and regular information [11,20-26]. In our studies it is determined fathers need to get more information about their babies from health professionals. Otherwise they are having more anxiety and fear when they haven’t been informed sufficiently.
 Even in our study information needs of parents of premature infants and necessity of skill level up to cope with the situation are emphasized. In this study the fathers who have another child at home expressed that their responsibility about care had increased. Support of family members and friends to fathers is important to cope with this problem [27]. Participating to care of most of parents in line with care that centralize to family is an important aspect in order to help parents solve problems. Because this confidence provides increasing of communication between parents and health professionals and more beneficial treatment for baby. It is seen that most of fathers desire to participate their babies’ care and learn to care and take into baby arms. However the fathers exist who don’t want to this and saying to see the baby from sideline and to know it is well are sufficient for them. Requirements of considering of cultural differences in demanding of fathers in this matter by health professionals are quite clear.

CONCLUSION

Sufficient professional support should be provided for the fathers of premature infants by health professionals in order to mitigate their anxiety and to get adaptation to hospital environment. Educational and supporting approach to the family helps both cope with the hard case and strengthen their skill level about handling problems. When the fathers believe effort and support of health professionals about solving their problems and promoting their life quality, cooperation and mutual effort can be realized in order to achieve targets. Fathers should be encouraged to explain their hopes, fears and other feeling freely. Fathers should be informed more about their infants and cultural differences should be taken into consideration in participation to care of infants.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This pilot study will focus on the fathers of premature babies of Sakarya County that are referred to their experience regarding to premature babies.

The data sample size is limited to seven fathers. It is small but this is pilot study. A small sample size has a greater probability that the observation just happened to be particularly good or particularly bad. Therefore it is harder to find significant relationships from the data, as statistical tests normally require a larger sample size to justify that the effect did not just happened by chance alone.

This study will be limited to the generalized. More specific information on specific approaches, intensity of services, and duration of services will need to be conducted in future studies.
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